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SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 1025U: Consists of a plug-in printed wiring board referred to as a 4 kHz generator. Designed as a frequency divider 

which produces a 4 kHz reference output signal for use within the carrier supply. The input of this unit is a 64 kHz square 

wave obtained from the office PFS or from a No. 111A 64 kHz oscillator. Alarm circuitry, including a light emitting diode 

(LED) indicator on the face plate, is included to activate the switch unit and produce a minor alarm signal to the carrier 

supply alarm unit should the 4 kHz output fail. 
Powered from the - 12-volt carrier supply de-to-de converter. 

Initial use: N4 Carrier Supply. 
No. 1025W: Consists of a plug-in printed wiring board with discrete components , and a face plate. 

A distribution unit which is used to distribute six channel carriers 64, 72, 80, 88, 96, and 104 kHz to channel Group 1 and 

Group 2 modems. Will process, amplify, and distribute the transmitted carriers for two N4 terminals. Six of these units 

are required for a fully equipped bay. Carrier cut -off switches are accessed through face plate, which will remove carriers 

4 and 5 when an N4 terminal is used for programming. 
Powered from the - 12-volt carrier supply de-to-de converter. 
Overall dimensions are approximately 10.400 inches long by 0.980 inch wide by 3.688 inches. 

No. 1025Y: Consist s of a plug-in printed wiring board comprised of an alarm circuit, input and output circuits, a switch and 

switch driver circuit, and a storage and commutation circuit. 

Initial use: N4 Carrier Supply. 

Code No. 

1025U 
1025W 
1025Y 

Comcode 

103 063 772 
103 063 780 
102 975 125 

Rating 

A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
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